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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis: 

- Basing on theory of aesthetics culture and personality, the thesis brings specific characteristics in 

aesthetics culture and personality. Due to there are those specific characteristics, aesthetics culture 

becomes a original mode in impacting on development of personality in general and on Vietnamese 

student’s personality in particular. Aesthetics culture develops ethic dignities and potential creative ability 

as well as to perfect thought ability of Vietnamese student. Aesthetics culture directs and develops values 

in student’s personality. Aesthetics culture develops emotional capacity, active capacity, makes ethic 

dignities and talents plentiful in order to develop student’s personality.  

- Base on criticizing and assessing advantages and disadvantages in actual impact of aesthetics culture 

on development of Vietnamese student’s personality nowadays, the thesis brings problems in actual role 

of aesthetics culture on development of Vietnamese student’s personality nowadays.  

- From disadvantages and problems in actual role of aesthetics culture on development of Vietnamese 

student’s personality nowadays, the thesis puts forward direction and solutions to prove role of aesthetics 

culture on development of Vietnamese student’s personality nowadays as well as interprets feasibility of 

those solutions. 
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12. Practical applicability: 

- The thesis can be used as reference for the completion of theory on aesthetic culture, personality and 

aesthetic culture’ role to development of Vietnamese student’s personality particular and Vietnamese’s 

personality general 

- The findings of the thesis can be used as reference for research, learning and teaching about cultural 

aesthetic in universities and colleges. The thesis’s meaning also suggests, recommends for people 

working in the arts and cultural management, education and training activities and the formulation of social 

policy in the current period. 

13. Further research directions: 

- Research aesthetic orientation for students 

- Research on the effects of arts to student’s lifestyle  
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